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Executive Summary

T

wenty five years ago this summer, the down-in-flames nomination of Judge Robert Bork
to the Supreme Court brought the debate between liberals and conservatives about the
Constitution to the political front burner. The terms set in the Bork confirmation process–

a fight to the death between Borkian originalists and progressive proponents of a “living” Constitution
– remain the prevailing political and media narrative. But as Jim Ryan, the William L. Matheson &
Robert M. Morgenthau Distinguished Professor at the University of Virginia School of Law explains
in Laying Claim to the Constitution: The Promise of New Textualism, these terms no longer accurately reflect the dominant views of either conservatives or progressives when it comes to constitutional
interpretation.
This change in the nature of the fight over the Constitution is most evident in the surprisingly
similar confirmation hearing testimony of recent conservative and liberal nominees, notably Chief
Justice John Roberts and Justice Elena Kagan, about issues of constitutional interpretation. While
emphasizing his law-to-the-facts umpire analogy, Roberts distanced himself from originalism, saying
that he did “not have an overarching judicial philosophy,” and he endorsed the most vital thrust of living constitutionalism. “I think the framers,” Roberts explained, “when they used broad language like
‘liberty,’ like ‘due process,’ like ‘unreasonable’ with respect to search and seizures, they were crafting
a document that they intended to apply in a meaningful way down the ages.” Kagan echoed Roberts in
those points while also endorsing the most vital thrust of originalism. In her words, “Sometimes [the
framers] laid down very specific rules. Sometimes they laid down broad principles. Either way, we
apply what they say, what they meant to do. So in that sense, we are all originalists.”
In Laying Claim, Jim explains that this rhetorical agreement among judicial nominees reflects a rapidly emerging scholarly consensus about constitutional interpretation. New textualism is
the name Constitutional Accountability Center has coined to describe this growing consensus among
scholars across the political spectrum about what is right and wrong about both originalism and living
constitutionalism. Originalists are right to insist that constitutional interpretation must start with a
Laying Claim to the Constitution | iii

determination, based on evidence from text, structure, and enactment history, of what the language in
the Constitution actually means. Originalists are wrong to the extent they let

This rhetorical agreement among judi-

the intent of the Framers and ratifiers

cial nominees reflects a rapidly emerging

trump the meaning of the words they

scholarly consensus about constitutional

wrote and ratified. Living constitution-

interpretation.

alists, on the other hand, are correct in
insisting that while the meaning of the Constitution does not change, application of its principles can
lead to different outcomes as circumstances change. Living constitutionalists are wrong to the extent
they argue that the Constitution’s text has no fixed meaning and that judges have the power to remake
the Constitution to meet the demands of the day.
As important, Laying Claim documents an increasingly robust body of scholarship about
the Constitution’s original meaning. Building from the foundational agreement that constitutional
interpretation should begin with a careful analysis of constitutional text and history, a new generation of progressive scholars has begun looking carefully at the claims of constitutional originalists,
with extraordinary results. Most prominently, in a series of articles and two landmark books, Yale
Law Professor Akhil Amar has painstakingly examined the Constitution’s text and historical context
and made a powerful case for a more progressive reading of the Constitution, showing how often the
Supreme Court has strayed from the original meaning of the text to reach conservative results.
Amar’s pathbreaking scholarship has generated a cottage industry in academia, with a growing number of left-leaning scholars producing an increasingly formidable body of scholarship documenting the progressive promise of the Constitution’s text and history. Amar’s colleague Jack Balkin
deserves particular note here for a series of articles and a new book called Living Originalism, that
takes on some of the right’s most oft-asserted claims about the Constitution, including the idea that
the Constitution cannot appropriately be read to protect a woman’s right to reproductive choice and
the argument that the Constitution created a weak and limited federal government not able to address national problems like the health care crisis. These points have been contested and will not, by
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any means, end the broader public debate about these hot-button topics, but they have fundamentally
changed the fight over the Constitution from a debate about judicial method (originalism v. living
constitutionalism) to a fight about the meaning of the Constitution itself.
The scholarship outlined in Laying Claim presents important challenges for progressives and
conservatives alike. For our progressive friends, the challenge is to fundamentally reset the way we
fight over the future of the Constitution and the federal judiciary. The fight over Borkian originalism has led progressives woefully astray in this regard. As part of the effort to discredit originalism,
progressives have become accustomed to making two somewhat contradictory but equally counterproductive arguments: (1) that the Constitution’s text is so vague and open-ended that it answers no
important constitutional questions, and (2)
that originalism must be rejected because it
does not support landmark progressive rulings such as Brown v. Board of Education.
These arguments have allowed conservatives to claim the mantle of constitutional
fidelity and paint progressives as constitu-

Laying Claim shows that progressives
need not argue that the Constitution is
either vague or conservative, we can
argue that the Constitution provides
concrete and progressive answers to
many important questions.

tional apostates, without even a close examination of the conservative claims about the Constitution’s
text and history. Laying Claim shows that progressives need not argue that the Constitution is either
vague or conservative (as the arguments against rulings like Brown implicitly concede), we can argue
that the Constitution provides concrete and progressive answers to many important questions.
For conservatives, the challenge is to engage with the textual and historical arguments being
made by Amar and Balkin and other scholars, and to defend their constitutional vision against this
powerful new scholarship. Conservative originalists claim they are bound by the Constitution’s original meaning. The question is how well that claim holds up when specific parts of the Constitution’s
text and history point in a progressive direction.
More generally, conservatives need to defend the “back to the founding era” nostalgia of the
tea party against the arc of constitutional progress counter-narrative laid out powerfully by Amar and
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others. To accurately determine the Constitution’s meaning, we must consider not simply the original
Constitution of 1787, but the whole Constitution as amended over the past 225 years. The amendments added over the course of two
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forts and have ended slavery, protect-

and conservatives are no longer fighting

ed liberty and equality, expanded the

about judicial method, we’re fighting about

right to vote, and given the federal

the meaning of the Constitution itself.

government important new powers to
address national problems. They have made America the “more perfect union” we live in today, and
they are what make the Constitution a remarkably progressive document.
Laying Claim is being released on the cusp of monumental legal battles over health care
reform, voting rights, marriage equality and immigration, and in the middle of a presidential election
campaign that could decide the direction of the federal judiciary for a generation or more. It clarifies
that the stakes are particularly high both in these landmark cases and in the upcoming elections for
a simple reason: progressives and conservatives are no longer fighting about judicial method, we’re
fighting about the meaning of the Constitution itself.
Doug Kendall
President
Constitutional Accountability Center
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Introduction

L

iving constitutionalism is largely dead. So, too, is old-style originalism. Instead, there is
increasing convergence in the legal academy around what might be called “new textualism.”
The core principle of new textualism is that constitutional interpretation must start with a

determination, based on evidence from the text, structure, and enactment history, of what the language in
the Constitution actually means. This might not sound revolutionary, but it is. This Report explains how
we have arrived at this point, why it is significant, and what work remains to be done.
Constitutional interpretation is an inevitably contested topic, and academics tend to emphasize
differences rather than similarities between their theories and others. In addition, old debates die hard.
Even when positions change, old battle lines remain visible even if no longer accurate. This is especially
true when academic debates spill out into the public, as they have regarding constitutional interpretation.
These facts have obscured, at least from the public, an important shift in the legal academy regarding constitutional interpretation. For years, the dividing line was drawn between conservatives who
favored looking to the framers’ “original intent” when interpreting the Constitution and liberals who
instead favored the idea of a “living Constitution.” Conservatives like Professor Robert Bork viewed the
Constitution as having a fixed and fairly precise meaning, which in conservative hands usually coincided
with the preferences of contemporary conservatives.2 Liberals, by contrast, argued that the Constitution
must evolve to meet changing circumstances.3
Each side in this old debate faced withering criticism. Progressive academics pointed out the
numerous problems with relying on original intent, ranging from the difficulty of ascertaining that intent
to the historical fact that the framers themselves did not believe that their intent should control constitutional interpretation.4 Conservatives, in turn, chided liberals for suggesting that the Constitution lacked
a determinate and fixed meaning and was thus sufficiently malleable to allow contemporary judges to
read their own views into the Constitution.5 More generally, conservatives pointed out that liberals did
not have a genuine theory of interpretation—even if there were problems with original intent, liberals
offered no principled alternative that would preclude judges from basically making it up as they went
Laying Claim to the Constitution | 1

along.6
In response to these critiques, both conservative and liberal academics shifted their views and
moved toward common ground. Conservatives generally abandoned original intent in favor of original
meaning. Instead of attempting to divine the intent of the framers or ratifiers, the quest now is to deter-

Instead of talking past one another,
academics from both sides of the political
spectrum are increasingly debating what
the text of the Constitution actually means.

mine the objective, original public
meaning of the relevant constitutional
text.7 This shift, as explained in more
detail below, has important consequences for constitutional interpreta-

tion—ones that are not always welcomed by conservatives. Progressive academics, for their part, have
largely accepted the importance of text and history in constitutional interpretation.8 Many, including
prominent scholars like Professors Akhil Amar and Jack Balkin of Yale Law School, also agree that the
original public meaning of the constitutional text must be the starting point in constitutional interpretation.9
Debates among scholars committed to original meaning still occur, though they do not neatly
track ideological lines. The debates involve questions about the role of precedent, the level of generality at which constitutional provisions should be interpreted, and the role—if any—that the expectations
of the framers and ratifiers should play in determining the meaning of the text. More generally, disagreement lingers over the ability of the Constitution’s text, structure, and enactment history to provide
sufficiently precise answers to contemporary constitutional questions. And there remains disagreement
about what to do when the text does not provide a concrete answer to a constitutional dispute.10
These debates are real but in many ways less important than the emerging consensus about the
primacy of the text. Instead of talking past one another, academics from both sides of the political spectrum are increasingly debating what the text of the Constitution actually means. At first glance, this shift
may not seem especially noteworthy, as everyone agrees that the text, where specific, should control.
The Constitution says clearly, for example, that only those persons who are at least thirty-five years old
can serve as President and that each state shall have two Senators. No one would seriously argue that
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those provisions should be ignored, even though they were adopted over two centuries ago. At some
level, therefore, everyone is and always has been a textualist.
What is different now is the growing recognition that the Constitution’s text speaks clearly
about more subjects than simply the age requirement for the presidency or the number of Senators per
state. Just as important, there is greater agreement about how to interpret the more abstract and openended provisions of the Constitution, whose meaning is not obvious from the text alone. Rather than
looking to the framers’ intent, as conservatives did in the past, or suggesting that determining the meaning of the text is largely hopeless, as progressives did in the past,11 legal academics from the Right and
the Left are looking increasingly to textual clues, the structure of the Constitution, historical context, and
enactment history to provide as concrete a meaning as possible to these relatively abstract constitutional
provisions. The academic debate, in short, is increasingly focused on what the text of the Constitution
means, not whether the text should control.
This shift is especially important for progressives for two reasons: First, it enables them to rebut the still ubiquitous charge that they do not care about the text of the Constitution. Once progressives
embrace rather than downplay the actual language of the Constitution, critics can no longer fairly accuse
them of lacking a principled and disciplined approach to constitutional interpretation. Second, the shift
has opened a rich vein of scholarship that sheds light on the best meaning of important and contested
constitutional provisions, which
singly and in combination challenge scholarship suggesting that
the Constitution is a conservative
document. Spurred by the path-

Progressive academics are also emphasizing the
importance of examining the entire Constitution
as amended, as opposed to focusing solely on
the original document.

breaking work of Akhil Amar,12 progressive academics are engaging conservatives on their own turf and
showing how numerous constitutional provisions are more in line with contemporary progressive values
than conservative ones.13
Progressive academics are also emphasizing, as Amar has done, the importance of examining
the entire Constitution as amended, as opposed to focusing solely on the original document. Instead of
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exclusively worshiping the wisdom of the Founding Fathers, progressives have rightly identified the
flaws in the original Constitution, with the protection of slavery being the most obvious and odious. But
they have also identified the ways in which those flaws have been fixed through amendments and, more

If successful, this “new textualism”
movement will release the Constitution
from the conservative stranglehold on it.

broadly, how the amendments have
made good on the Preamble’s promise of a “more perfect union.” Those
amendments have promoted equality;

expanded political participation for minorities, women, and younger adults; enhanced democracy by
allowing for the direct election of senators; and endorsed the progressive income tax. Along the way, the
powers of the federal government have expanded through amendments that grant Congress enforcement
powers. When one examines the arc of this constitutional story, it is impossible to say that the Constitution is fundamentally a “conservative” document, which may be one reason why Tea Party activists
ignore some constitutional amendments and call for the repeal of others.14
If successful, this “new textualism” movement will release the Constitution from the conservative stranglehold on it. No longer will conservatives be able to say that they alone care about the
Constitution and that only conservative judges can be trusted to adhere to its meaning. No longer will
conservatives be able to say that the Constitution is in line primarily or solely with conservative, not
progressive, values. Groups like the Tea Party, for example, will not be able to use the Constitution as
a justification for what is in reality a radical agenda, inconsistent with some of the Constitution’s most
important principles and values.
The good news for progressives, as suggested earlier, is that there is already a robust body of
scholarship indicating that many constitutional provisions are best understood as perfectly consistent
with progressive principles.15 From the scope of the federal government’s power to the protection of individual rights, scholars in the past decade have unearthed historical material that sheds light on the best
meaning of the relevant constitutional language. They have also made arguments based on the structure
of the Constitution, which sheds light on the meaning of provisions ranging from the Citizenship Clause
of the Fourteenth Amendment to the federal government’s power to treat resident aliens worse than
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citizens. Of course, not all constitutional provisions line up perfectly with a progressive agenda. But that
is not surprising, nor is it reason to jettison the text altogether in search for just the right set of ad hoc
interpretations to further a political agenda.
More work needs to be done both on specific provisions of the Constitution and to synthesize
the work that has already been done. Progressives already are successfully waging a number of battles.
But for progressives to take back the Constitution, more is required. Most importantly, progressive
academics must establish not simply that particular provisions are consistent with progressive values but
also drive home the point that the document, as a whole, is actually quite progressive.
At the same time, progressives who remain resistant to the ideas of “new textualism” should
engage those ideas directly. Too often, these critics simply equate original meaning with original intent
and then fret creatively and dramatically about the dangers of following Robert Bork’s version of originalism.16 This is a little like opposing modern astronomy on the ground that Ptolemy was wrong about
the sun revolving around the earth. Just as there is no longer a point to proving Ptolemy wrong, progressive holdouts should stop fighting the ghosts of original intent. This is not only beside the point but also
plays into the hands of conservatives by wrongly conceding that following the text of the Constitution
would lead to all sorts of conservative outcomes.
This report describes the rise of conservative originalism during the Reagan era and documents its success in shaping the conversation about the Constitution. It goes on to explain why the initial
response by progressives was only partially successful and was in some ways counterproductive. It then
explains the shift in the academy towards new textualism and reviews the important academic work that
has been done to date. This report ends with an outline of the work that remains. n
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The Rise and Fall of Original Intent

T

he 1970s witnessed the birth of bad architecture, disco, the 8-track cassette, and Borkian
originalism, all of which have largely—and thankfully—passed from view. Conservative
academics, reacting to the perceived excesses of the Warren Court, argued that the Consti-

tution must be interpreted according to the original intent of its framers.17 Robert Bork, for example,
argued that “original intent is the only legitimate basis for constitutional decisionmaking.”18 Professor
Raoul Berger added that any method of constitutional interpretation not based on “original intention”
was necessarily an invitation of “judicial power to revise the Constitution.”19
These conservatives were motivated, at least in part, by a belief that the Warren Court’s liberal
decisions could not be squared with the intent of the framers—and for that reason were illegitimate.
William H. Rehnquist, in his confirmation hearings for the Supreme Court, captured this view when
he pledged that he would not “disregard the intent of the framers of the Constitution and change it to
achieve a result that [he] thought might be desirable for society.”20 The implication, lost on no one,
was that the Warren Court had indeed “changed” the Constitution when, for example, finding a right
to privacy, limiting the power of law enforcement, and prohibiting the death penalty. These decisions,
conservatives charged, were creations of the Court, not interpretations of the Constitution.
At the same time that academics

The 1970s witnessed the birth of bad

were working out their theories, lawyers in

architecture, disco, the 8-track cassette,

the Reagan Justice Department also began

and Borkian originalism, all of which

advocating reliance on original intent in

have largely—and thankfully—passed

constitutional interpretation. Attorney Gen-

from view.

eral Edwin Meese was the most visible and
important champion of this early form of originalism. In speeches and law review articles, he championed a jurisprudence of “original intention,” stating that “[i]t has been and will continue to be the policy
of this administration to press for a jurisprudence of original intention.”21 Like conservative academics,
Meese was reacting to what he perceived as the excesses and lawlessness of Warren Court decisions.
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He, too, shared the belief that relying on original intent would push courts back toward conservative
principles.
It did not take long for critics from both the Left and the Right to identify fatal flaws in original-intent originalism. To begin, there was confusion about whose intent mattered: the framers’ or the
ratifiers’. It was more natural in some ways to focus on the drafters because those who wrote the text
presumably had a reason for choosing those particular words, and interpreting texts—from poetry to
grocery lists—often involves a quest

Professor H. Jefferson Powell amassed an

to identify the author’s intentions. But

impressive array of evidence indicating that

to the extent originalism was grounded

the founding generation did not believe that

in the notion that only the text of the

their intent should control constitutional

Constitution gives courts authority to

interpretation.

overturn legislation, the ratifiers—those
who rendered the text a legal document—mattered more than the framers. Thus, while some spoke of
original intent, meaning the intent of the framers, others argued that original understanding, meaning the
intentions and understanding of the ratifiers, mattered more.22
The problem, of course, was that there were multiple framers and even more ratifiers. This
made discovering the original intent or understanding even more difficult than usual. It may be that
identifying a single intent of a multi-member group that drafts or votes to adopt a legal text is always
a fool’s errand. Critics argued, correctly, that the framers and ratifiers may have had a slew of different
intentions when crafting or voting for provisions in the Constitution.23 Those intentions, moreover, may
not have been expressed and therefore would remain beyond discovery. This was especially true with
regard to intentions about the future. How could the framers or ratifiers of the original Constitution or
any of its amendments have an intention about a future they never imagined? The original Constitution,
for example, gives Congress the authority to create an army and a navy, but it says nothing about the
air force, which is not surprising given that airplanes were more than a century away. It is silly to think
that the framers or ratifiers had an intent or understanding regarding the question of whether Congress’s
authority to raise an army and navy would necessarily include authority to support another branch of the
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military that could scarcely be imagined at the time.
The crowning blow came from Professor H. Jefferson Powell, who identified an irresolvable
dilemma at the heart of original-intent originalism. In a 1985 article that appeared in the Harvard Law
Review, Powell amassed an impressive array of evidence indicating that the founding generation did
not believe that their intent should control constitutional interpretation.24 Looking to the original intent,
in other words, went against the original intent of the founders. The founders instead believed that the
meaning and purpose of the text should be derived from the public words of the text itself, not the subjective intentions of its framers or ratifiers.25 n
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Original Meaning and Its Critics

P

icking up where Professor Powell left off, conservative lawyers and academics switched their
focus from original intent to original meaning. Justice Antonin Scalia helped lead the charge.
He argued forcefully that subjective intent was irrelevant. What mattered instead was the

objective, public meaning of the text at the time it was enacted. Scalia explicitly linked this focus to the
status of the text as law, emphasizing that the text itself was law, not the subjective intent or purpose of
those who drafted or ratified the text.26
For conservatives, the shift to original meaning provided a stronger theoretical base for originalism. Everyone could agree that the text of the Constitution, at least when clear, counted as law. Indeed, it counted as the supreme law of the land. By linking originalism to the text of the Constitution—
rather than to the subjective intentions of the framers and ratifiers—conservatives could more credibly
claim to be promoting the rule of law. Focusing on original public meaning also avoided the problems
associated with uncovering the collective intent of the framers and ratifiers, and it was more consistent
with the founding generation’s own approach to constitutional interpretation.
Conservative originalists could also tie original-meaning originalism to the most common way
of interpreting statutes, contracts, and other legal documents: courts typically look to the original meaning of the words and phrases used in those documents, even if the documents are quite old. The reason is
straightforward: if the meaning of legal documents changed whenever the meaning of words change, the
legal effect of documents would depend over time on completely arbitrary definitional changes. Again,
it is hardly controversial, and completely sensible, to reject the idea that the meaning of a legal document should vary whenever the definition of words used in those documents change. How could those
who drafted or agreed to the documents foresee definitional changes, and why would anyone subscribe
to the notion that unpredictable changes in the meanings of words should also change the legal effect of
statutes, contracts, or constitutions?27
Although the shift to original meaning was significant as a matter of theory, it often changed
little in practice. Conservatives were often unwilling to follow this refined version of originalism when it
Laying Claim to the Constitution | 9

would lead to liberal outcomes by courts. The goal of rolling back the Warren Court decisions remained
the same.28 More generally, conservative originalists continued to resist the undeniable truth that the
Constitution was written to endure through the ages. It therefore contains many general and abstract

Although the shift to original meaning was

phrases—like equal protection,

significant as a matter of theory, it often

cruel and unusual punishments,

changed little in practice. Conservatives were

privileges and immunities, or the

often unwilling to follow this refined version

free exercise of religion—that nec-

of originalism when it would lead to liberal

essarily have general and abstract

outcomes by courts.

meanings. The language actually
used in these phrases establishes

general principles, not specific rules or codes of conduct, which invite consideration of changed circumstances when applied to contemporary legal disputes.
The methodology also remained quite similar. In theory, uncovering the meaning of language
used in the Constitution would require searching through contemporary dictionaries, looking for other
lexical clues within the document, and understanding both the historical context in which the language
was adopted and the more specific enactment history. The goal would be to understand the semantic
meaning of the language and the purposes behind the language in order to clarify, where necessary, what
the words and phrases mean.29
Conservatives, however, continued to rely on what the framers and ratifiers said about the
Constitution. This is not in itself controversial, because the statements and understandings of the founding generations constitute some evidence of what the language meant when adopted. What was (and
remains) controversial is that conservatives often relied exclusively on what the ratifiers and framers
believed the Constitution required in certain contexts in order to establish the meaning of the text. Put
differently, they relied on the expectations of the framers and ratifiers rather than the actual language in
the document.30
Justice Scalia is a good example. He has, at least in scholarly writings, agreed that the search
for original meaning should entail a search for what the words in the Constitution meant when adopted.31
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In his opinions, however, he often places dispositive weight on the expectations of the framers and ratifiers. If the framing generation believed a practice was constitutional, for example, this is often enough
for Justice Scalia to conclude that the practice must be constitutional today.32
This reliance is understandable but nonetheless indefensible, as Justice Scalia has tacitly acknowledged on some occasions. It is understandable because it is a way to constrain judicial discretion
and to make the open-ended provisions of the Constitution more
concrete. The Eighth Amendment, for example, bans “cruel
and unusual punishments.” That

Relying on the expectations of the framing
generations substitutes their views of how to
apply the Constitution for the actual
meaning of the language in the Constitution.

fairly general provision invites courts to determine whether a particular punishment is actually cruel and
unusual, which offers courts a good deal of discretion and invites the possibility that some cruel punishments once common might later become unconstitutional if they become unusual. One easy way to
avoid these difficulties and shifting outcomes is to ask whether a particular punishment was considered
cruel and unusual at the time that the Eighth Amendment was adopted. If not, it should not be considered
cruel and unusual today.
While this approach might constrain judges, it is difficult to square with the justification for
original-meaning originalism. This form of originalism, after all, rests on the idea that the language of
the Constitution is the only proper authority upon which courts can rely. Relying on the expectations of
the framing generations substitutes their views of how to apply the Constitution for the actual meaning
of the language in the Constitution. It converts open-ended provisions of the Constitution, which establish general principles, into a specific and closed list of rights and powers. Indeed, relying on expectations in a sense pushes one right back toward the search for original intent. There is not much space,
methodologically or theoretically, between a search for how the framers would have decided a constitutional question and a search for their original intent.
Some progressive academics, including Ronald Dworkin, identified this theoretical and methodological inconsistency quite early.33 In doing so, they helped lay the groundwork for new textualism,
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which is described more fully below. Most liberals and progressives, however, at first simply heaped the
same criticisms on original-meaning originalism that they applied to original-intent originalism.
Thus, throughout the 1980s and the 1990s, progressive critics of originalism charged that it
remained difficult if not impossible to ascertain the original meaning of the Constitution. They also contended, somewhat inconsistently, that relying on the original meaning would require abandoning some
landmark decisions, including Brown v. Board of Education34 and Roe v. Wade.35 In so doing, they tacitly accepted that originalism, properly followed, meant relying on the expectations of the framers and
ratifiers. So if the framers or ratifiers did not expect the Equal Protection Clause to outlaw school segregation, for example, this was conclusive proof that school segregation was consistent with the original

Arguing, essentially, that it takes a theory to
beat a theory, Scalia contended that
nonoriginalists agree “on nothing except
what is the wrong approach.”

meaning of the Constitution. To this
they added the familiar charge that
following the original meaning of
the Constitution would entail being
governed by generations long dead.

And they pointed out the instances where conservatives eschewed any reliance on original meaning or
original expectations and thus did not practice what they preached.36
These criticisms were not especially effective. In fact, they were often counterproductive. In
suggesting that landmark decisions favored by liberals and progressives could not be squared with the
original meaning of the Constitution, these critics essentially conceded that conservatives were correct
in charging that the Warren Court had gone beyond the Constitution.37 They also continued to come up
empty in offering an alternative theory. Suggesting that Brown v. Board of Education could not be justified under an originalist approach to the Constitution might be effective in scaring some liberals away
from originalism, but it did not do much to establish a persuasive alternative theory of constitutional
interpretation. To the contrary, it suggested that liberals were more interested in results than a legitimate
method of constitutional interpretation.
Conservatives exploited this weakness and the general failure of progressives to offer a principled alternative to originalism. Ascertaining the original meaning of the Constitution might be difficult
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in some circumstances, conservatives happily admitted, but at least it was the right goal. If you are not
looking for original meaning, conservatives repeatedly asked, what are you looking for? The title of an
article by Justice Scalia—Originalism: The Lesser Evil—concisely captured the view of many conservatives. Arguing, essentially, that it takes a theory to beat a theory, Scalia contended that nonoriginalists agree “on nothing except what is the wrong approach.”38 He continued that “the central practical
defect of nonoriginalism is
fundamental and irreparable: the
impossibility of achieving any
consensus on what, precisely,
is to replace original meaning,
once that is abandoned.”

39

Without a comprehensive and coherent
account of how the Constitution should be
interpreted, liberals were never on very strong
ground when identifying deviations from
originalism.

The failure to come to any consensus about an alternative to originalism also dampened liberal
charges of conservative hypocrisy. When conservatives did not follow the original meaning of the
Constitution, liberals could fairly criticize them for being results-oriented and unprincipled. They also
rightly questioned how conservatives like Justice Scalia could justify following precedent, even when
they believed the precedent was inconsistent with the original meaning of the Constitution. But without
a comprehensive and coherent account of how the Constitution should be interpreted, liberals were never
on very strong ground when identifying deviations from originalism. After all, weren’t liberals also in
favor of deviating from the original meaning of the Constitution?
Charges of hypocrisy also failed to transcend the halls of the legal academy. Progressive law
professors wrote countless articles pointing out the instances where conservative judges and Justices
deviated from the original meaning in order to reach a politically conservative result.40 They also punctured the oft-repeated claim that conservative judges were committed to judicial restraint, demonstrating
that contemporary conservative Justices on the Court were more likely, not less, to strike down federal
legislation than their predecessors on the supposedly “activist” Warren Court.41
Nonetheless, conservatives outside of academia still managed to control the terms of debate
about constitutional interpretation and the meaning of the Constitution. Conservatives may not have
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always practiced what they preached, but they at least appeared to be saying the right things about the
Constitution, even if at a high level of generality and in oversimplified terms. Progressives, by contrast,
seemed to be saying a lot of different things at once and coming up with complicated explanations as
to why the text of the Constitution could not actually be followed as written. The Left’s real problem
may have been that they were too intellectually honest to endorse simplistic slogans about constitutional
interpretation. That said, as between an oversimplified commitment to the words of the Constitution and
a sophisticated if somewhat opaque justification for departing from those words, it was no contest.
As Professor Dawn Johnsen recently observed:
[T]he Right has achieved considerable success in shaping the terms of the public debate
regarding constitutional interpretation and judicial appointments. Conservative senators routinely ask judicial nominees, “Will you interpret the law as written rather than impose your
own values and legislate from the bench?” and nominees from across the political spectrum
respond, “Yes.”42
She continues: “Ideological conservatives hold themselves out [successfully] as faithful and strict constructionists and argue for their chosen interpretive methodologies—principally ‘textualism’ and ‘originalism’—as a principled search for constitutional ‘truth’ unrelated to particular substantive outcomes.”43
Johnsen goes on to argue, correctly, that the traditional response to originalism—which was to point
out the epistemological difficulties and the inconsistent nature in which it is applied—was not sufficient
to discredit originalism in the political sphere. What the Left needs, she

The Left needs an approach to the Con-

contends, is a compelling alternative:

stitution that respects what the Constitu-

“Meaningful progressive constitution-

tion says—an approach, in other words,

alism requires coherent, compelling,

that embraces the Constitution’s text

and accessible substantive ideas and

rather than downplays or elides it.

core principles, including theories of
constitutional interpretation and change.”44 One might add as well that the Left needs an approach to the
Constitution that respects what the Constitution says—an approach, in other words, that embraces the
Constitution’s text rather than downplays or elides it.45 n
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The Origins of New Textualism

E

nter new textualism. While some progressives were attacking originalism and arguing for its
wholesale rejection, others sought to build upon some of its core insights. Here, two lines of
work have been most important and, in some ways, mutually reinforcing. One is theoretical

and the other is focused more concretely on the Constitution’s text and history.

THEORY
The theoretical strand focused on the fact that the ultimate justification for following the original meaning of the Constitution is
that the enacted text is a legal document. It is the law and universally
recognized as such. Where the text
is clear, no one suggests that judges,

While some progressives were attacking
originalism and arguing for its wholesale
rejection, others sought to build upon some
of its core insights.

legislators, or executive branch
officials are free to ignore it because they disagree with what it requires or because they believe it is outdated. To this extent everyone is a textualist, meaning that everyone recognizes the authority of the text.
The problem, as mentioned, has always been what to do with provisions that lack precision.
Conservative originalists, as just described, often looked to the expectations of the framers to give more
precise content to general phrases. Liberals argued that the Constitution should not be frozen in this
manner and instead had to adapt to changed circumstances. In doing so, some suggested that the meaning of the Constitution itself might change over time.
The key advance was to recognize that both arguments were wrong. The Constitution, properly
understood, is not frozen in time and inextricably linked to the concrete expectations of the framers
or ratifiers. But neither does its meaning change. Instead, the open-ended provisions of the Constitution establish general principles—equal protection, prohibitions on cruel and unusual punishment, and
freedom of speech, among others. This is what the language means, and that meaning—and the general
principles—do not change. What can change, however, is the application of those principles over time,
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based on technological, economic, and cultural changes.
Three prominent academics have been critical to promoting this view. The first was Ronald
Dworkin, who engaged in a well-known debate with Justice Scalia about originalism, which was later
reproduced as a book. Dworkin pressed Scalia on the distinction between what he called “semantic”
originalism and “expectation” originalism.46 The former seeks to unearth the original meaning of the
words used in the Constitution. The latter focuses on how the framers and ratifiers expected those words
to be applied in concrete situations. As Dworkin explained, and Scalia conceded,47 only the former is
consistent with the justification for originalism, namely that the text is authoritative.48
The expectations of the Founding generations might shed some light on the meaning of the text,
but those expectations do not establish the text’s meaning. Indeed, these expectations might be inconsistent with the actual meaning of the words, or they might be the result of time-bound prejudices and
beliefs that obscured the proper application of the text. As already mentioned, moreover, the language
used in some constitutional provisions—the ones that generate the most litigation and controversy—establish principles that are meant to be enduring but nonetheless invite different applications in different
contexts. To reduce those general principles to the specific expectations of a group of people long dead
is to ignore, not respect, the language actually used in the Constitution.49
This insight answered one of the recurring liberal criticisms of originalism: that it allowed no
room for growth and change. Once one recognizes that some constitutional provisions establish general
principles and essentially demand consideration of the present context, it is possible to see how the Constitution can be at once both enduring and flexible.50
To see the full power of this approach, a statutory example might be useful, one drawn from
an opinion by Justice Scalia.51 Title VII of the 1964 Civil Rights Act famously prohibits employment
discrimination “because of . . . sex.”52 Those who voted for the law undoubtedly expected it to ban discrimination by men against women. Perhaps some might have expected it also to ban discrimination by
women against men. It seems fair to say, however, that at the time the law was passed, no one voting for
it thought it prohibited discrimination by men against other men.
Yet that was precisely the issue presented in the 1998 case of Oncale v. Sundowner Offshore
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Services, Inc.53 The male plaintiff, Joseph Oncale, had worked on an oil rig and complained that his
male co-workers and supervisors sexually harassed him. As the Court described, “Oncale was forcibly subjected to sex-related, humiliating actions against him” and was also “physically assaulted” and
“threatened . . . with rape.”54 Oncale testified that he quit because he feared that if he did not leave, he
“would be raped or forced to have sex” with other men on the rig.55
These were despicable actions, to be sure. But had the Court relied on the expectations of the
Congress that enacted the 1964 Civil Rights Act, it would have rejected Oncale’s claim that the actions
constituted sex discrimination. Instead, the Court relied on the plain meaning of the text and, in an opinion by Justice Scalia, ruled for the plaintiff. “[I]t is ultimately the provisions of our laws,” Justice Scalia
wrote, not the expectations and hopes of the lawmakers, “by which we are governed.”56
Precisely the same can be said of the Constitution. Another example from Justice Scalia, this
time of what not to do, helps illustrate the point. Justice Scalia recently drew attention for contending in
an interview that the Equal Protection Clause does not prohibit sex discrimination. The reason? Because
“[n]obody ever thought that that’s what it meant. Nobody ever voted for that.” The Justice Scalia of this
recent interview, however, should have read the opinion of the Justice Scalia who wrote Oncale. The
point is not whether anyone “ever voted for” prohibiting sex discrimination specifically. No one ever
voted precisely to ban same
sex discrimination in 1964
either, yet as Justice Scalia
recognized, the language of
the Civil Rights Act is sufficiently broad to encompass that kind of discrimi-

Justice Scalia recently drew attention for contending in an interview that the Equal Protection
Clause does not prohibit sex discrimination. The
Justice Scalia of this recent interview should have
read the opinion of the Justice Scalia who wrote
Oncale.

nation. The same is true of the Equal Protection Clause. Simply because those alive in the late 1860s
did not expect the Clause to outlaw sex discrimination, it hardly follows that a provision that demands
“equal protection” could never bar sex discrimination.
In some ways, Justice Scalia and others who rely on expectations rather than the text are asking
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the wrong question. The question is not: “Dear Framer, how would you have ruled if presented with a
case of sex discrimination?” The question instead is: “Dear Framer, did you use general language whose
application might change over time, even if the principle remains the same?” Those are very different
questions, yielding very different answers. Dworkin’s insight, essentially, was that the first question is
irrelevant.
Professor Larry Lessig, in turn, helped supply an answer to the second question. Lessig focused
on constitutional change and offered a sophisticated, though slightly obscure, theory of fidelity and
translation.58 Stripped to its essentials, Lessig argued that fidelity to original meaning not only permits
but requires different applications and outcomes in different contexts. To be faithful to the original
meaning, in other words, sometimes demands reaching different outcomes to take account of changed
circumstances. To show fidelity to the Constitution thus requires translating the meaning of the text to
apply to the present context.
An example used by Lessig helps illustrate the point. Public flogging was a permissible punishment for a number of crimes at the time that the Eighth Amendment’s ban on cruel and unusual punishment was enacted. It may have been cruel, but it certainly was not unusual. Today, however, nearly
everyone would agree that flogging is both cruel and unusual. Indeed, Justice Scalia famously pronounced himself a “faint-hearted” originalist because he would not condone flogging today, even though
it was perfectly constitutional at the time of the Eighth Amendment’s adoption.59 Justice Scalia meant
this essentially as a laugh line, but as Lessig explains, it exposes the weakness of relying on the framers’ expectations rather than the
meaning of the text. If flogging

Lessig’s central contribution was thus to rec-

is both unusual today and widely

oncile constitutional change with fidelity to

considered cruel, it is “cruel and

original meaning.

unusual” punishment, period. To
allow flogging simply because it was not cruel and unusual two hundred years ago is inconsistent with,
not faithful to, the language used in the Constitution.60
Lessig’s central contribution was thus to reconcile constitutional change with fidelity to original
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meaning. Just as applications of the Eighth Amendment might change as some punishments become
unusual over time, so, too, might the applications of other constitutional provisions. Congress’s power to
regulate interstate commerce, for example, might initially have been fairly narrow for the simple reason
that, two hundred years ago, there was not much interstate commerce. But as our economy has expanded
and become more national and connected, so, too, has Congress’s power to regulate expanded. Similarly, as new technologies have developed, the scope of some constitutional provisions has expanded to
incorporate them. The Fourth Amendment’s prohibition on unreasonable searches and seizures, as originally conceived, did not cover wiretaps because telephones did not exist. Yet surely it was more faithful
to constitutional principle to expand the Fourth Amendment to encompass wiretaps than to conclude that
they could not be covered because the Fourth Amendment, when originally enacted, could not possibly
have applied to wiretaps.
The third, and currently most prominent, progressive constitutional theorist is Professor Jack
Balkin at Yale Law School. Balkin has made explicit what is implicit in Lessig’s approach: originalism,
properly understood, is not really in tension with the idea of a “living” Constitution, insofar as fidelity
to original meaning still allows for changed applications.61 In establishing this general point, Balkin has
made three independent contributions.
First, he has addressed what is often called the “level of generality” problem. Critics of originalism correctly observed that original meaning depends on the level of generality at which the language
in the text is interpreted. They then argued—or simply asserted—that there was no principled way to
identify the right level of generality. This meant, in turn, that originalism was just a game and that any
answer to essentially any constitutional question could be given depending on the level of generality at
which the language is interpreted.62
Balkin, along with others, pushed back against the idea that it is impossible, or necessarily
arbitrary, to identify the right level of interpretive generality. As Balkin argued, the level of generality at which provisions should be interpreted is indicated by the text itself.63 If the text itself is precise
and narrow—requiring, for example, that someone be at least thirty-five years old to be President—the
interpretation of that text should be similarly confined. Where the text is more abstract, by contrast, it
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ought to be interpreted at a higher level of generality. As Balkin put it, “the fact that adopters chose text
that features general and abstract concepts is normally the best evidence that they sought to embody
general and abstract principles of constitutional law.”64 This followed logically, Balkin argued, from the
commitment to determining the objective, original meaning of the text: the text should be interpreted at
the level of generality at which a reasonable person would have interpreted it.
The second point followed from the first: the Constitution does not provide precise answers to
all contemporary constitutional disputes. Constitutional adjudication is thus distinct from constitutional
interpretation, which means that resolving some cases involves two steps, not one.66 The first step is
to ascertain the meaning of the

Constitutional adjudication is thus distinct

relevant provision. If that meaning

from constitutional interpretation, which

is somewhat abstract or general, it

means that resolving some cases involves two

follows that it might be consistent

steps, not one.

with a range of outcomes. In order
to decide a particular case involving a general or abstract provision, courts will have to choose among
those acceptable outcomes, but that choice cannot be determined by the original meaning of the text
itself.67
Though certainly not the first to make the point,68 Balkin’s emphasis on the difference between
interpretation and adjudication comes at a useful moment in the current academic debate. Many progressives argued against relying on the text because the text cannot provide precise answers to a number
of contemporary constitutional issues. While rightly criticizing conservatives for pretending that text and
history almost always supply concrete answers to today’s constitutional questions, progressives threw
out the baby with the bath water by seeming to disregard the text altogether. Simply because some provisions enshrine general principles is not in itself reason to abandon all efforts to discern the meaning of
those principles. Though a range of outcomes might be consistent with those general principles, it does
not follow that any and all outcomes are consistent. Nor does it mean that no single outcome is truer to
the text than any other.
This is where Balkin’s third, and perhaps most important, contribution comes into play. In three
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articles, Balkin has presented evidence and arguments regarding the original meaning of the Commerce
Clause, the Fourteenth Amendment’s protection of abortion, and the Reconstruction Amendments (the
Thirteenth through the Fifteenth)69. In each, he has taken on and refuted conservative readings of the
original meaning of the Constitution, showing instead how the Constitution supports a broad power of
the federal government to regulate commerce, protects a right to abortion, and grants Congress extensive
authority in the Reconstruction Amendments to enforce the individual rights protected by those amendments. These articles, of course, are not immune from criticism, nor will they likely persuade everyone.
But the articles require the attention of anyone working in the field. They create a hurdle to a conservative academic or politician who would like to establish a contrary claim. And they help establish a solid
constitutional foundation, one anchored in text and history, for rights and powers too often thought of as
beyond the constitutional pale.
Conservatives, for their part, have largely agreed with the theoretical contributions of Dworkin,
Lessig, and Balkin, though they may disagree with their application in a particular context.70 There is
broad agreement, for example, that
the meaning of the language must

Conservatives, for their part, have largely

control over the expectations of the

agreed with the theoretical contributions

framers, and conservative academics

of Dworkin, Lessig, and Balkin, though

have explicitly rejected Justice Scalia’s

they may disagree with their application in

continued reliance on expectations over

a particular context.

meaning. There is also agreement that
applications of general principles can change over time. And there is consensus that the language of the
Constitution provides guidance regarding the level of generality at which to interpret that language.71

TEXT AND HISTORY
The theorists offered reasons for progressives to rethink their unflinching resistance to originalmeaning originalism. In showing that a commitment to original meaning did not demand reliance on the
framers’ expectations nor preclude the possibility of constitutional change, these theorists suggested that
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reliance on original meaning could support progressive results. But aside from the recent articles by Jack
Balkin, they did little to prove that it would do so.
That crucial work was done by progressive historians; and here, no single scholar has been
more important than Akhil
Amar.72 Professor Amar

Professor Amar is an unapologetic textualist and

is an unapologetic textual-

originalist, but he strongly disagrees with the view

ist and originalist, but he

that the Constitution is a conservative document.

strongly disagrees with the

And he has forcefully argued that progressives

view that the Constitution

should embrace, not run away from, the text and

is a conservative docu-

its original meaning.

ment. And he has forcefully
argued that progressives should embrace, not run away from, the text and its original meaning. As Amar
puts it, “there are many reasons to question the idea that modern liberals should abandon constitutional
history rather than claim it as their own.”73
The first reason is that the framers of the original text and subsequent amendments were hardly
conservative. As Amar explained in 2005:
The framers themselves were, after all, revolutionaries who risked their lives, their fortunes,
and their sacred honor to replace an Old World monarchy with a New World Order unprecedented in its commitment to popular self-government. Later generations of reformers repeatedly amended the Constitution so as to extend its liberal foundations, dramatically expanding
liberty and equality. The history of these liberal reform movements—19th-century abolitionists, Progressive-era crusaders for women’s suffrage, 1960s activists who democratized the
document still further—is a history that liberals should celebrate, not sidestep.74
Second, Amar forcefully rejects the idea, repeatedly offered by progressive critics of originalism, that Brown v. Board of Education75 cannot be reconciled with the original meaning of the Constitution.
The Constitution’s text does not say that all citizens are equal “except for segregation laws.”
Rather, it uncompromisingly demands equality of civil rights—no ifs, ands, or buts. In fact,
most Reconstructionists understood that a law whose statutory preamble explicitly proclaimed whites superior to blacks would be plainly unconstitutional. The question in both
Plessy v. Ferguson (in 1896) and Brown v. Board (in 1954) was thus a simple one, and sim2 2 | C O N S T I T U T I O N A L A C C O U N TA B I L I T Y C E N T E R

pler than these constitutional scholars might suggest: Was Jim Crow in fact equal? Or was it
instead a law whose obvious purpose, effect, and social meaning proclaimed white supremacy in deed rather than in word? For any honest observer in either 1896 or 1954, the question
answered itself: Jim Crow was plainly designed to demean the equal citizenship of blacks—
to keep them down and out—and thus violated the core meaning of the 14th Amendment.
So, Brown is in fact an easy case for those who take text and history seriously.76
Finally, Amar reminds us that there is
nothing inevitable about the modern connection

Brown is in fact an easy case for

between originalism and political conservatism.

those who take text and history seri-

Today, the most prominent originalists on the

ously.

Court—Justices Scalia and Thomas—are conservative. But it was not always so. As Amar points out, “perhaps the [C]ourt’s most influential originalist in history was the great Hugo Black—a liberal lion and indeed the driving force behind the Warren
Court.”77
Amar has backed up these claims in a series of brilliant articles and two landmark books.78 In
each, he painstakingly examines the document’s text and historical context to make the case for a more
progressive reading of the Constitution. He also illustrates how often the Court has strayed from the best
understanding of the Constitution to reach conservative results at odds with the original meaning of the
text. In the Foreword to the Harvard Law Review’s 2000 Supreme Court edition, for example, Amar
explains in detail how a faithful reading of the text leads to more progressive results than those achieved
by the Supreme Court over issues ranging from free speech to racial segregation, jury service, voting,
and women’s rights.79
Amar’s approach is holistic. He relies on text, history, and the structure of the Constitution and
the government it establishes to elucidate the best and truest meaning of the language contained in the
document. His examination of history includes not simply the specific enactment history, but the broader
historical context surrounding the enactment, which is crucial to understanding the purpose behind and
reason for the inclusion of particular language. And his examination of text and structure includes consideration of how later amendments shed light on, and sometimes modify, the meaning of earlier ones.
The Nineteenth Amendment, for example, specifically gave women the right to vote, but Amar argues
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that in so doing it made clear that women fell within the scope of the protections offered in the Fourteenth Amendment. Amar’s overarching aim is to establish “not merely a modestly plausible reading
of the Constitution, but the most plausible reading, the reading that best fits the entire document’s text,
history, and general structure.”80
In addition to his work on specific constitutional provisions, Amar has forcefully reminded
readers to consider the overall progression of the document: to consider, in other words, not simply the
original Constitution of 1787, but the document as amended in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.
The amendments over the course of two centuries, as Amar correctly emphasizes, have often been the
result of liberal and progressive

Amar’s work serves as a critical counterweight

reform efforts. These amend-

to the distorted history pedaled by many con-

ments have expanded our

servative politicians and activists, including the

democracy by making citizens

members of the Tea Party.

of former slaves, expanding the
right to vote to include women

and eighteen year-olds, and abolishing the poll tax. The amendments also strengthened individual
rights by protecting the privileges and immunities of citizens against state interference. The Sixteenth
Amendment endorsed progressive taxation by authorizing the income tax. The Seventeenth Amendment
increased the voice and power of ordinary citizens by allowing for the direct election of senators. Many
of these amendments, at the same time, expanded the power of Congress to protect and enforce the substantive rights granted by the amendments.81
The importance of Amar’s work, and in particular his overarching narrative of the progression of the Constitution, extends beyond the courtroom and the classroom. It serves as a critical counterweight to the distorted history pedaled by many conservative politicians and activists, including
the members of the Tea Party. These activists seek to portray themselves as the true defenders of the
Constitution, but they are selective in their defense and in their vision. They incorrectly portray the
powers of the federal government established by the original Constitution as exceedingly limited, which
ignores both the language of the Constitution and the crucial fact that it was adopted in response to the
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flawed Articles of Confederation, which failed to establish a strong national government. In addition to
distorting the original Constitution, Tea Partiers often pretend the Constitution was never amended and
therefore ignore the expansion of individual rights and federal power accomplished by those amendments.82 When selective amnesia fails, they call for jettisoning portions of the Constitution they dislike,
including the Fourteenth Amendment’s guarantee of citizenship to all born on American soil.83 Indeed,
Justice Scalia jumped on the Tea Party bandwagon in 2010 by suggesting that the Seventeenth Amendment was a bad idea.84
Put simply, the rise of the Tea Party has led to a national debate over the meaning of the Constitution, which has focused recently on the constitutionality of health care reform. The distortions, selective reading of the Constitution, and calls for constitutional amendments by the Tea Partiers demand a
response from progressives, and Amar’s work outlines a devastating one. There is a further lesson here
for progressives who remain uncertain about the wisdom of embracing the Constitution. If the Tea Partiers have to monkey around so much with the actual Constitution in order to claim that it supports their
positions, it follows that the real Constitution is not nearly as conservative as the Tea Partiers would like.
Progressives should trumpet

The real Constitution is not nearly as conserva-

and celebrate that fact rather

tive as the Tea Partiers would like. Progressives

than shrink from a debate with

should trumpet and celebrate that fact rather

conservatives over the meaning

than shrink from a debate with conservatives

of the Constitution.

over the meaning of the Constitution.

Amar’s work has
inspired a number of younger,

progressive scholars. These scholars have continued along the path Amar has marked, and they have
made important contributions to our understanding of the Constitution, described in more detail below.85
Just as importantly, Amar’s work has earned the respect of conservative academics. In a review
of Amar’s latest book, America’s Constitution: A Biography, self-described “conservative Republican” legal scholar Michael Stokes Paulsen lavished praise on “Amar’s magnificent scholarship on the
Constitution’s original meaning.”86 Calling it “the best book about the Constitution in two hundred
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years,” Paulsen described it as “encyclopedic in its knowledge, dazzling in its insights, [and] definitive
(or nearly so) in its treatment of topic after topic.”87 He specifically praised Amar’s “faithfulness to the
Constitution’s text,” despite the fact that Amar often reads that text to support more progressive than
conservative causes.88
Perhaps most importantly, Paulsen recognizes that “original-meaning textualism” does not lead
ineluctably to conservative results. What he says in this regard is worth quoting in full:
Amar’s interpretive methodology is one of original-meaning textualism, of a generous but
still rigorous type. His approach places him, oddly, in common cause with judicial and legal
conservatives, not freewheeling liberals. Although Amar is a political liberal, he does not let
his politics drive his textual interpretation. “Liberals” can learn a lesson from this. They can
learn the further lesson that original-meaning textualism is no mere cover for conservative
political principles, that it can yield surprisingly liberal political results on occasion, and that
the methodology cannot fairly be reduced to a caricature. Amar’s book demonstrates, quite
the contrary, that originalist methodology often produces a range of possible fair interpretations and that there will often be room for reasonable differences as to result as among
persons purporting to be, and struggling faithfully to be, textualists. But so too “conservatives” can learn from this book the lesson that principled textualism does not invariably
support their preferred substantive outcomes either. One may recognize that originalism is
frequently hijacked by its own purported adherents for their own political purposes; and one
may recognize that originalism sometimes does not dictate clear answers but merely frames
the legitimate bounds of disagreement, without rejecting the methodology itself.89
In Paulsen’s insightful description of Amar’s work and the academic context surrounding that
work, one sees the basis for the emerging consensus regarding constitutional interpretation. n
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New Textualism: Consensus and Straw
Men
THE CONSENSUS

T

he growing consensus revolves around the primacy of the text in constitutional interpretation. Hence the name “new textualism.” It is not a moniker currently in fashion, nor have
many academics self-identified as new textualists.90 But the name is apt insofar as it de-

scribes the shared goal that unites this group of scholars: a commitment to elucidate, as best possible, the
original meaning of the text.
Some might be tempted to label this movement “new originalism,” but that is a misleading and
weighted phrase, given the political baggage associated with the term originalism. The term originalism
also deemphasizes the text and emphasizes the document’s history, whereas new textualists tend to have
an unrelenting focus on the text as opposed to the expectations of the framers. Originalism also suggests
that the drafting history of text is the best evidence of meaning, but as Amar and others have shown, the
historical context and structure of the text itself can often provide equally good if not better evidence
of a provision’s meaning. Last, the term “originalism” naturally directs attention back to the original
Constitution at the expense of the amendments. At a time when the Tea Partiers are pretending that the
Constitution was not really amended, this is not an oversight to encourage.
The “new” part of new textualism signifies how it differs from earlier approaches to the text,
both by those on the Left and those on the Right. New textualists reject the facile assertion of liberal
academics that the text is hopelessly indeterminate and therefore essentially useless when it comes to
deciding modern constitutional issues. Instead, there is increasing recognition that some readings of the
text are more plausible than others, and that the most plausible reading of the text can at least narrow the
range of possible outcomes, even if it cannot settle every single question.
At the same time, new textualists reject the equally facile assertion of some conservatives that
the text, properly interpreted, yields precise answers to just about every question imaginable. They reject, in other words, Justice Scalia’s cheery but surely false assertion that interpretation is usually “easy
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as pie” because the Constitution dictates only one correct outcome.91 In rejecting this simplistic view,
new textualists remain faithful to the general language used in some constitutional provisions and insist
that that language and the principles it embodies must prevail. Expectations among the founding generations of how that language might apply to a given situation can help elucidate the meaning of the text,
but they cannot substitute for the text itself.92
In short, new textualists recognize that the text is both more determinate than some have
claimed and less determinate than others have claimed. Their commitment is to take the text on its own
terms. And their aim is to elucidate the meaning of the text, which often requires understanding its purpose.
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semantic meaning of the text,
rather than the expectations of the

framers, is authoritative. Conservative academics, in this respect, have distanced themselves from Justice Scalia’s “it was constitutional then so it must be constitutional now” approach to judging.93 There is
also agreement that the text itself indicates the level of generality at which to interpret the language and
that general principles can lead to different applications over time. And there is agreement, finally, that
history can shed important light on the purposes and principles underlying the more general and abstract
phrases in the documents.94
This is not to suggest that all debates over constitutional interpretation have ended or will end
anytime soon. Even among those committed to new textualism, questions remain over the proper role of
stare decisis and what to do when text and history dictate not a single answer to a contemporary dispute
but a range of possible outcomes.95 Scholars also disagree about the meaning of the text and, more
generally, about how much meaning one can derive from text and history.96 Some of these debates, like
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those about the specific meaning of the text, have a clear ideological edge, but many do not.
These open questions and differences of opinion, while significant, should not overshadow the
important agreement regarding basic principles. More and more, academics are searching for the same
thing: the most plausible interpretation of the meaning of the
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ought to be recognized as such
rather than discounted because some points of disagreement remain.
In addition, debates regarding the details of various theories of constitutional interpretation
may, in the end, be less significant than persuasive accounts of constitutional meaning.97 Theorists can
and likely will debate endlessly the precise role of stare decisis or the sources to which judges should
turn when the Constitution fails to give a single answer to a contemporary question. But it is unlikely
that the niftiest theory imaginable will be more influential than a truly persuasive account of what the
text of the Constitution actually means. Scholarly work that establishes the most plausible reading of a
constitutional provision will likely exert more influence, both within courts and outside of them, than
will sophisticated refinements regarding the details of a constitutional theory.
A good illustration of this point is Reva Siegel. Siegel is a sophisticated critic of originalism
whose most famous piece, ironically, seeks to establish the original meaning of the Nineteenth Amendment. Appearing in the 2002 volume of the Harvard Law Review, this article takes an historical look
at the women’s suffrage movement and the ideas behind it, which ultimately resulted in passage of the
Nineteenth Amendment.98 And she explains how the Nineteenth Amendment, which essentially granted
women full citizenship rights, sheds light on the Fourteenth Amendment, making it plain that women
were fully entitled to Fourteenth Amendment protections. She then uses this historical understanding
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of the meaning of the Nineteenth Amendment to criticize current doctrine, in particular United States v.
Morrison,99 in which the Court struck down portions of the Violence Against Women Act.
Deep within this lengthy article, on three pages, Siegel seems to disavow the significance of
original meaning and suggests that we all have to make our own choices regarding the significance of
history.100 This tepid and somewhat obtuse protest runs contrary to the tenor of the rest of the article,
which essentially relies on history, text, and structure to elucidate the original meaning of the Nineteenth Amendment and to show why Morrison is inconsistent with that meaning. It seems fair to say
that the ninety-seven pages of history and textual analysis have proven more influential than the three
pages of theory, and not simply because of the relative attention paid to each. The history and structural
analysis are forceful, compelling and concrete; the theory, by contrast, is vague and elusive. What is true
of this one article, I would contend, is often true of the field more generally: an ounce of history is not
always worth a pound of theory, but that is a pretty typical exchange rate.

STRAW MEN
The consensus described above is emerging. It is not complete, as Siegel’s article reveals. There
are some outliers on the Right who continue to argue for original-intent originalism.101 They do so primarily out of concern that the Constitution will otherwise remain too open-ended and leave courts with
too much discretion. But because the problems with original intent, which were made obvious decades
ago, have not disappeared, it seems unlikely that it will attract many new adherents.
More numerous and significant are those on the Left who continue to resist the turn toward new
textualism. This group includes some of the leading constitutional law scholars, such as Professors Cass
Sunstein, David Strauss, Geoff Stone, Reva Siegel, and Robert Post.102 These scholars, individually and
collectively, have produced path-breaking work that commands respect. On this particular issue, however, they are largely missing the point.
The chief problem with these critics is their collective failure to confront and engage directly
with the ideas of new textualism and the common ground among liberals and conservatives regarding the importance of the text. Instead, these scholars are effectively beating a dead horse by attacking
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the views that Robert Bork held in the 1970s regarding the importance of original intent. While even
Bork himself has moved past original intent as the touchstone for constitutional interpretation,103 these
progressive critics remain stuck in the past. To them, serious reliance on the original meaning of the
Constitution necessarily entails relying on the original intent of the framers, which means turning the
clock back a century or more so that the Constitution corresponds to the intent and expectations of the
framers and ratifiers. It follows from this premise that embracing the text necessarily entails embracing
conservative—indeed, disastrous—results.
A good recent example is work by Professor David Strauss from the University of Chicago
Law School. Strauss is a first-rate scholar. He has produced truly superb work on a range of issues, but
his best-known work may be in
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the arena of constitutional theory.

collective failure to confront and engage di-

He argues in favor of common-

rectly with the ideas of new textualism and the

law constitutionalism.

common ground among liberals and conserva-

104

Under

this view, the Supreme Court

tives regarding the importance of the text.

acts like a common-law court,
slowly building upon earlier precedent in order to allow for growth and change. He has tied this idea to
the more general notion of a living constitution and recently produced a book with the title The Living
Constitution.
As a descriptive matter, Strauss’s theory is hard to refute. The Supreme Court undoubtedly acts
like a common-law court insofar as it most often relies on past precedent to guide current decisions.
Strauss, however, also seeks to defend this approach normatively as the best means of constitutional
interpretation. Here he is on shakier ground, as Stanley Fish explained in a recent New York Times review of Strauss’s book.105 To the extent Strauss argues that the Court should follow precedent that is not
itself anchored in the meaning of the constitutional text, the Constitution basically disappears altogether.
Strauss fails to offer a convincing explanation of why constitutional interpretation need not concern
itself with the meaning of the Constitution. As the title of Fish’s review puts it: “Why Bother with the
Constitution?”
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In defending his approach, Strauss first acknowledges that there are different versions of originalism. But rather than explore these versions, he fixates on original-intent originalism as the definitive
version and goes on to explain why he rejects what he then calls, simply, “originalism.” The main basis
for his objection is that “originalism” would lead to bad outcomes. Follow “originalism,” he argues, and
the sky starts to fall: racial segregation in schools would be constitutional; the government would be
free to discriminate against women; the federal government could discriminate against “racial minorities
(or anyone else) pretty much anytime it wanted to”; the bill of rights would not apply to the states; the
principle of one person, one vote would be out the window; and many federal labor, environmental, and
consumer protection laws would be unconstitutional.
This is a parade of horribles, to be sure, and Strauss is not alone in conjuring them. Other
progressive academics have made similar claims. In a 2005 book, for example, Cass Sunstein argued
that adhering to the original meaning of the Constitution would mean that states could ban the sale of
contraceptives; one could bid farewell to federal environmental and health and safety laws; states could
establish official churches; modest gun control laws would be invalid; segregation and discrimination
would be legal; states could sterilize criminals; there would be no right to privacy; and commercial
speech would be protected to the same extent as political speech.107
These are scary lists, but they are also fictional. Strauss and Sunstein are arguing against straw
men.108 More precisely, they are arguing against old-style, Borkian original-intent originalism. The first,
critical step in their argument is to present a caricature of originalism, to borrow Professor Paulsen’s
term.109 In arguing that following the original meaning of the Constitution would lead to horrible results,
they are really arguing that following original intent would lead to horrible results. But with few exceptions, no one is arguing in favor of original intent anymore. The debate about constitutional meaning has
progressed well beyond the days of Robert Bork and Edwin Meese.
Strauss and Sunstein, like other critics of original meaning, simply fail to engage with the tenets
of new textualism. The Constitution, in the hands of academics like Balkin, Amar, and other progressive
new textualists, is certainly not a blueprint for antediluvian outcomes. Progressive critics who continue
to maintain that the actual meaning of the constitutional text demands regressive and sometimes horrific
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results are simply ignoring the work of their contemporary colleagues in favor of Robert Bork’s work in
the 1970s, an approach that is becoming less and less defensible by the day. Worse, they are inevitably
buttressing the conservative claim that the text of the Constitution, if embraced faithfully, is more in line
with conservative rather than progressive values.
Attempting to scare progressives away from the text of the Constitution is thus both unnecessary and unwise. It is unnecessary because the Constitution is not, as these progressive critics imply, a
thoroughly conservative document. It is unwise for exactly the same reason. Decisions like Brown v.
Board of Education,110 those upholding civil rights legislation, and those striking down discrimination
against women can be defended
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work of Amar and others. More
generally, it is difficult to see the

attraction of readily conceding that so many of the progressive Court decisions of the twentieth century
cannot be linked to the original meaning of the Constitution.
Were the Constitution a thoroughly conservative document, looking for ways to downplay the
text might be the only option for progressives worried about bad results. But following in Professor
Amar’s footsteps, a large contingent of progressive academics have produced a substantial body of work
that shows that the text does not inexorably command conservative outcomes. If Strauss, Sunstein, and
other critics want to argue against following the meaning of the text, it is this body of work that they
should engage, not the musty musings of Robert Bork and Edwin Meese.
More generally, these progressive critics seem to give the public—to whom their arguments
are ultimately meant to appeal—both too little and too much credit. They give them too little credit by
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assuming that the public only cares about results and not at all about how those results are reached—and
not at all about the actual text of the Constitution. That explains the parade of horribles. It also explains
the arguments of Geoff Stone, Robert Post, and Reva Siegel, all of whom suggest that constitutional
interpretation has little or no attractive force independent of the results it produces.112
At the same time, these critics sometimes err in the opposite direction by giving in to the fiction
that the average American is familiar with various “modes” of constitutional interpretation that are only
tenuously connected to the language of the Constitution. In Post and Siegel’s view, for example, “Americans routinely use many other forms of persuasion to convince one another about the Constitution’s
meaning. They appeal to text, precedent, history, structure, tradition, purpose, principle, prudence, and
ethical ideals.”113 Perhaps the term “Americans” was meant only to refer to a small subset of Americans,
like lawyers or law professors. Otherwise, the assertion is a little difficult to believe.
It seems fairer to assume that Americans are at least slightly more principled and less academically inclined than these progressive critics suggest. There appears to be little basis for assuming
that Americans care only about results and not about following the text of the Constitution.114 It seems
equally implausible to assume that “Americans” spend enough time thinking about constitutional interpretation to be drawn to appeals to a potpourri of interpretive modalities like “precedent[,] . . . structure[,] . . . principle, prudence, and ethical ideals” over appeals to the meaning of the text.
To be clear, those who embrace new textualism do not, as some argue, insist that looking to text
and history is the only legitimate way to decide cases.115 Most new textualists make room for, among
other things, stare decisis. In addition, most new textualists admit that text and history do not provide
precise answers to every constitutional question. Thus, as I have said, they recognize that constitutional
adjudication often requires two steps—determining the meaning of the constitutional provision at issue
as precisely as possible and then applying that meaning to the issue at hand. That second step may entail
following precedent, or it may entail reliance on broader theories of adjudication like judicial restraint or
political process theory.116
All that new textualists are suggesting, essentially, is that courts and scholars take the first step
more seriously—that they linger a little longer than they do now over the text and history. Scholars from
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across the spectrum agree that text and history have an important role to play in constitutional interpretation and adjudication.117 New textualists, and the work they have produced, suggest that scholars
and courts should give more than lip service to this universally supported principle. This does not entail
caving to the Right. It instead
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seriously and mining them
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belief that they offer little of value.
In sum, it seems fair to assume that most Americans want an understandable and persuasive explanation of what the Constitution actually means, in whole and in part. More and more law professors
would like precisely the same thing, and some are working to provide such explanations. It is to their
work that this Article now turns. n
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The Progress Made and The Path Ahead
A BRIEF SURVEY OF EXISTING WORK

I

n just the last decade or so, progressive scholars have produced an impressive body of work
that seeks to elucidate the best meaning of a range of critically important constitutional provisions, from Article I to the Nineteenth Amendment. Relying on text, history, and structure, these

academics have made a persuasive case for a progressive reading of the Constitution across a range of
topics. While space does not permit a complete and thorough review of this entire body of work, a brief
sampling should suffice to give an idea of its breadth and depth.
Starting with congressional power, important work has been done to establish the propriety
of reading Congress’s commerce clause powers broadly. The power to regulate interstate commerce is
perhaps the most important
power of Congress and has
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Professor Jack Balkin’s recent

Amendment.

article offers a powerful
constitutional defense, based on the original meaning of that Clause, of an expansive power to regulate
commerce.118 Professor Jill Hasday contributed a thoughtful piece that refutes the conservative claim
(suggested in United States v. Lopez,119 among other places) that family law has traditionally been
beyond federal control, pointing out that the federal government in the past protected the status of black
families during Reconstruction and that it outlawed polygamy.120 Neither Balkin nor Hasday suggests,
as a matter of policy, that Congress should regulate broadly or within the specific arena of family law;
their articles instead argue that these are questions of policy, not constitutional law.
A number of scholars, both progressive and conservative, have studied Congress’s powers
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to enforce the Reconstruction Amendments and have concluded that these are much broader than the
current Court is willing to admit. Professors Jack Balkin, Evan Caminker, Paul Finkelman, Michael
Gerhardt, Steven Heyman, Robert Kaczorowski, Doug Laycock, Michael McConnell, and Rebecca Zeitlow have all examined the history surrounding these amendments in order to place the relevant powergranting language in its proper context.121 The conclusion: Congress has as much power to enforce those
amendments as was given in the Necessary and Proper Clause, which, as Justice Marshall explained
famously in McCulloch v.
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to protecting citizens against
discrimination and mistreat-

ment by other citizens as a way of enforcing the guarantee of citizenship and the equal protection of the
laws enshrined in the Fourteenth Amendment. This scholarship casts serious doubt on the Court’s recent
efforts, in cases like Boerne123 and Morrison,124 to place severe limits on Congress’s authority while
simultaneously consolidating the Court’s authority. On a proper understanding of the Reconstruction
Amendments, this is exactly backwards.
Other scholars have used text, history, and structure to establish Congress’s power to regulate
the speech of corporations, including their campaign finance contributions. Professors Zephyr
Teachout125 and Adam Winkler126 have each written articles that cast serious doubt on the Court’s subsequent decision in Citizens United v. FEC, in which the Court struck down a federal law limiting the
campaign contributions of corporations.127 As Teachout and Winkler explain, there can be little doubt
that Congress has the constitutional authority to regulate campaign contributions made by corporations,
and the First Amendment does not grant corporations immunity from such legislation.128
While some scholars have worked to make clear the wide scope of some of Congress’s powers,
others have worked to clarify important limits on those powers, especially in the area of immigration
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and the treatment of aliens. Arguing against the conventional wisdom, Professor Neal Katyal contends
that Congress does not have wide discretion to treat aliens differently from citizens when they are tried
for terrorism.129 Professors James Pfander and Theresa Warden rely on historical evidence to question
Congress’s currently broad powers over immigration, including the power to grant broad discretion to
executive branch officers.130 Nor can Congress, they explain, properly shield immigration and naturalization decisions from the oversight of federal courts.131 In a separate article, Pfander relies on the text
of Article I to explain why Congress cannot deprive the Supreme Court of appellate jurisdiction over
certain cases, as it has considered doing in the past.132
Professor Caleb Nelson wrote an important article about Congress’s power to preempt state
law.133 The article is a model for liberal and conservative new textualists alike. Nelson follows the
evidence where it leads and concludes that the Court has been too willing to recognize preemption in
certain circumstances (so-called
obstacle preemption) and too stingy
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possible, for those willing to do the hard

a presumption against preemption).134

work, to shed new and persuasive light on
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the meaning of provisions thought hope-
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lessly opaque or vague.

possible, for those willing to do the
hard work, to shed new and persuasive light on the meaning of provisions thought hopelessly opaque or
vague. His work will not be the final word nor convince all scholars working in the area, but that is true
of most scholarship and does not detract from the significance of the piece.
Professor Julian Davis Mortenson, in the meantime, has taken on the conservative view of
expansive executive power, championed by Professor John Yoo and others. In a recent article in the
University of Chicago Law Review, Mortenson shows how Yoo’s claims regarding executive power are
not actually tethered to a plausible historical analysis.135 Whether regarding the question of presidential
power versus congressional power, the President’s power to avoid judicial supervision, or the power
of the President to start armed hostilities, Mortenson shows how the historical evidence illustrates an
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American tradition wholly at odds with Yoo’s arguments and the positions advanced by the Bush administration.136
Equally important work about individual rights has been produced in the last two decades.
Although the topic itself is old, scholars continue to produce work establishing that the purpose of the
Privileges or Immunities Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment was to incorporate the Bill of Rights
against the states and also to protect unenumerated fundamental rights.137 Similar work has been
produced regarding the Ninth Amendment, which scholars contend does indeed protect fundamental
unenumerated rights.138 Still other work, by scholars that include Professors John Hart Ely and
Laurence Tribe, establishes a strong historical foundation for recognizing a substantive component in the
due process clause, which gives lie to the claim made repeatedly by conservatives that “substantive due
process” is an oxymoron.139
All three lines of scholarship show the possibilities and limitations of new textualism. Each
offers a solid foundation for the argument that the Constitution, properly understood, protects certain
unenumerated rights. But the specific identification of those rights is beyond the reach of historical
materials. History can provide some clues, but it does not establish—indeed, it cannot establish—a precise, concrete list of rights. For some, this is enough to pretend that these rights are not protected by the
Constitution. Robert Bork, for example, famously called the Ninth Amendment an “inkblot” that should
be ignored because it was not sufficiently precise.140 But this is obviously an insufficient response, as
judges and Justices have the authority and responsibility to enforce the text, not ignore it.
Given the Court’s recent Second Amendment cases, it is not surprising that a good deal of
recent work has focused on the original meaning of the “right to bear arms.” Scholars continue to debate
whether the Amendment granted an individual right, independent of service in the militia.141 Perhaps
more importantly, however, there appears to be some consensus that reasonable regulations of firearms
are perfectly consistent with the meaning of that Amendment, even if it is read to protect an individual
right.142
Progressive scholars have also produced important work that sheds light on other hot-button
issues. Professor Gabriel Chin wrote a recent article that focuses on the Fifteenth and Fourteenth
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Amendments to argue that there is not a constitutional basis—as has been widely assumed—for felon
disenfranchisement laws.143 Professor Christina Rodriguez examined the history and purpose of the
Fourteenth Amendment to make a strong case that the Citizenship Clause in that Amendment establishes
that children of undocumented immigrants who are born in this country are indeed citizens.144 In the
spirit of Charles Black’s famously elegant defense of Brown v. Board of Education, H. Jefferson Powell
wrote in defense of Romer v. Evans,145 in which the Court struck down a Colorado law that deprived gay
men and lesbians of the right
to seek local protection against
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for them to seek legal protection against cognizable injury—to offer a straightforward and powerful defense of the Court’s decision.147
Other scholars are revisiting issues and Amendments long ignored and breathing new life
into constitutional provisions now dormant. Professor James Gray Pope wrote a recent article, which
appeared in the Yale Law Journal, in which he argued that the Thirteenth Amendment’s prohibition on
involuntary servitude encompasses a robust protection for labor rights, including the right to quit, to
fair wages, and to organize.148 Professors Michael Gerhardt and Steven Heyman have each taken on the
conventional wisdom that the Constitution guarantees only negative rights, protecting citizens not from
each other but only from the government.149 A key purpose of the Fourteenth Amendment, they argue,
was to protect citizens from private violence, and to give the federal government the authority—if not
the duty—to step in where states are inadequate to the task.
Still other scholars have focused attention on the Citizenship Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment and have argued that the conception of citizenship protected by that Clause is broader than conven-
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tionally thought.150 Professor Goodwin Liu, for example, has argued that Congress has an obligation,
stemming from the Citizenship Clause, to ensure an adequate education for all citizens, as education was
considered then—as it is now—a key component for a responsible citizenry.151 And a number of scholars have produced work explaining that a key principle of the Fourteenth Amendment, and in particular
the Equal Protection Clause, was to prevent the denigration of African-Americans—not to enshrine an
absolute principle of colorblindness.152 If this is correct, it follows that the Court’s recent affirmative
action decisions, as well as its decision regarding voluntary integration, are inconsistent with the original
meaning of the text.
Scholars have also argued that later amendments can alter the meaning of earlier ones. Amar
and Siegel, for example, have argued that the Nineteenth Amendment effectively altered the scope of the
Fourteenth Amendment.153 Similarly, Professor Kurt Lash has argued that the Fourteenth Amendment
not only incorporated the First Amendment but effectively altered the meaning of its religion clauses. In
separate articles, Lash shows how understandings and concerns about religious freedom changed from
the founding to the reconstruction.154 He argues that, when incorporated, the meaning of the Free Exercise Clause and the Establishment Clause has expanded to protect general interferences with individual
religious rights and to bar state-sponsored and state-supported religion.155
All of these articles, singly and in combination, can be challenged. Many have been. The debate
will continue, as it should. This is a debate worth having, as it is fundamentally a debate about the meaning of the Constitution. The
body of work produced thus
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by those inclined to disagree

document.

with the conclusions reached
by the authors. It is no longer enough for conservatives to claim, without supporting scholarship, that the
Constitution is a fundamentally conservative document.
There is a lesson for progressive scholars as well. Too often those who claim that certain
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constitutional provisions are hopelessly indeterminate have not bothered to investigate the history or
to examine the text closely. It is an unfortunate feature of the legal academy that one way to appear
sophisticated is to suggest that
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history or to examine the text closely.

The title of a recent New York
Times Op-ed, “Our Fill-in-the

Blanks Constitution,” aptly captures this view.156 Only knaves or fools, it is often thought, would suggest that real meaning can be found within the document itself.157 The recent and growing body of work
just reviewed, however, indicates that this is far too facile a stance.
More generally, perhaps it is time to recognize that it is anomalous within academia, if not perverse, to suggest that further scholarly inquiry into important questions is futile. One could hardly imagine historians, astronomers, or biologists congratulating their colleagues or themselves for claiming that
shedding new light on important phenomena is a hopeless enterprise. Why, then, is it so accepted within
the legal academy to shun further inquiry into the meaning of the Constitution as a hopeless enterprise?

THE PATH AHEAD
In truth, more work can and should be done to illuminate the most plausible reading of the Constitution, in whole and in part. The path ahead, therefore, has already been marked by the work described
above. Simply put, there ought to be more like it—more articles that seek to elucidate the meaning of
important constitutional provisions that remain shrouded in mystery or obscured by current doctrine.
In addition, synthetic work that draws together the findings of scholars who have examined
specific constitutional provisions is also important. Akhil Amar has produced an outstanding example in
America’s Constitution: A Biography, the only modern attempt to provide a comprehensive account of
the Constitution’s original meaning. Amar’s book is a tough act to follow, but still more could be done
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to link together the work of individual scholars in order to rebut the assertion that the Constitution is essentially a conservative document.
Some open questions regarding constitutional adjudication, described earlier, also could benefit
from more sustained attention. Work that establishes the proper scope of stare decisis would be invaluable. Similarly useful would be work that establishes principles for courts and judges to follow when the
Constitution itself does not dictate the outcome in contemporary constitutional cases. It may be that no
one can improve on John Hart Ely’s classic but nonetheless somewhat flawed political process theory.158
But attempts ought to be made to clarify what, exactly, courts should do when they get to the second step
in constitutional adjudication.159
Working on these two topics is important because it could produce useful guideposts for courts
deciding constitutional cases. If judges have some principled way to decide cases in which the Constitution does not provide a clear answer, they might be less tempted to attribute an incorrect meaning to
the constitutional text. The same is true for scholars debating the meaning of the Constitution.
At the same time, it is important to recognize that the meaning of the Constitution exerts an
influence beyond the courtroom. It helps shape legislative agendas. It is often the stuff of politics, as the
ascendancy of the Tea Party reminds us. And it is front and center in debates over judicial appointments.
The scholarly work already done, which provides a sound basis for a progressive reading of a number
of constitutional provisions, should be embraced by progressives as should the text of the Constitution
itself. But more work can and should be done to translate this work for broader consumption by the public. Progressive legislators, in particular, should be made aware of this fairly large body of scholarship,
which is growing all the time. n
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Conclusion

T

he text of the Constitution, properly read, will not always guarantee a progressive outcome,
to be sure. But neither will it always guarantee a conservative one. The Constitution belongs
to both parties and to all citizens. For too long, however, liberals and progressives have

allowed conservatives to co-opt the Constitution, both within and outside the courtroom. The academic
convergence on “new textualism” is an important first step in releasing the Constitution—the real one—
from the grip of conservatives.
The academic work to date should also give progressives the confidence to provide a simple
and persuasive response to the claim that the Constitution is conservative. In the past, the liberal response was neither simple nor persua-

Now, when conservatives claim that the

sive, focusing on the indeterminacy of

Constitution, in whole or in part, is a con-

the text, the complications of inter-

servative document, progressives can and

pretation, and the need for change and

should say: “Not true, and I’ll show you

adaptation to new circumstances. Now,

why.”

when conservatives claim that the Constitution, in whole or in part, is a conservative document, progressives can and should say: “Not true,
and I’ll show you why.” n
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